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§ 205.212 ‘‘Buyer in ordinary course of
business’’ and ‘‘security interest.’’

The terms ‘‘buyer in ordinary course
of business’’ and ‘‘security interest’’
are defined in subsections (c) (1) and
(7). There are differences between those
definitions and the UCC definitions of
the same terms. In interpreting those
differences, the following would be per-
tinent:

(a) The legislative intent discussed
above in § 205.211, to pre-empt State
laws reflecting the ‘‘farm products’’ ex-
ception; and

(b) The legislative intent shown in
subsections (a) and (b) that certain per-
sons take free and clear of certain in-
terests of a ‘‘secured lender’’ ‘‘when the
seller fails to repay the lender,’’ unless
such persons have information about
such interests made available to them
as provided in the Section.

§ 205.213 Obligations subject—‘‘person
indebted’’—‘‘debtor.’’

(a) A debt need not exist at the time
of filing of an EFS. The basis for this is
that subsection (c)(4) does not require
the EFS, and subsection (c)(2)(C) does
not require the master list, to show
any amount of debt.

(b) The Section does not provide for
the transaction in which one person
subjects a product to a security inter-
est for another’s debt. However the
terms ‘‘person indebted’’ and ‘‘debtor’’
in the Section refer to the person who
owns a product and subjects it to a se-
curity interest, whether or not that
person owes a debt to the secured
party. The basis for this is the purpose
for which the information is supplied.
Any buyer of a farm product, commis-
sion merchant, or selling agent
querying a master list or system opera-
tor about a prospective seller of a farm
product is interested in whether that
seller has subjected that product to a
security interest, not in whether the
debt is owed by that seller or by an-
other.

(c) Security interests existing prior
to establishment of a system can be
filed in such a system and reflected in
the master list if documents are in ex-
istence or are created which meet the
requirements of subsection (c)(4) be-
sides filing, if such documents are filed
wherever State law requires, and if the
system operator receives the informa-
tion about them needed for the master
list.

(d) A system can be in compliance
with the Section, although it reflects
security interests not supported by
EFS’s as defined in the legislation, and
although it reflects security interests
on items other than farm products.
However, subsections (e) (2) and (3), and
(g)(2) (C) and (D), will apply only as to
entries reflecting farm products and
supported by EFS’s as defined in the
Section, and it must be possible to dis-
tinguish the entries to which these pro-
visions apply from the other entries.

§ 205.214 Litigation as to whether a
system is operating in compliance
with the Section.

(a) The requirements for a system in
subsection (c) are written as the defini-
tion of the term ‘‘central filing sys-
tem,’’ so that failure of a system to
meet any such requirement, either at
the time of its establishment or later,
will mean that it is not a ‘‘central fil-
ing system’’ as defined.

(b) The issue whether a system, after
certification, is operating in compli-
ance, thus whether it is a ‘‘central fil-
ing system’’ as defined, could be liti-
gated and ruled on in a case involving
only private parties, such as a lender
and a buyer of a farm product. The
only immediate effect of a finding in
such a case, that a system is not a
‘‘central filing system’’ as defined,
would be that the rights of the secured
party in the case would be as if the
State had no system. However, others
would be in doubt as to whether they
could safely rely on the same system.
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CHAPTER III—FOOD SAFETY AND
INSPECTION SERVICE,

MEAT AND POULTRY INSPECTION,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
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